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In this paper, we consider nonsplit Galois theoretical embedding problems with
cyclic kernel of prime order p, in the case where the ground field has characteristic
/ p. It is shown that such an embedding problem can always be reduced to
another embedding problem, in which the ground field contains the primitive pth
roots of unity, and the group extension is central. The reduction is effective, in the
sense that a solution to the reduced embedding problem induces a solution to the
original embedding problem and that all solutions to the original embedding
problem are induced in this way from solutions to the reduced embedding problem.
The simplest case of this reduction is then used to give criteria for the realisability
of four subgroups of the holomorph Hol Q , where Q is the quaternion group of8 8
order 8, including the holomorph itself. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let LrK be a finite Galois extension of fields with Galois group
 .G s Gal LrK , and let
1 ª N ª E ª G ª 1 1 .
p
be an extension of finite groups. One can then ask whether there exists a
 .Galois extension MrK with L : M and an isomorphism w : Gal MrK ,
E, such that the diagram
res
Gal MrK ª G .
5w x
E ª G
p
 .is commutative, where res: Gal MrK ª G is the canonical restriction
 .map. This is the Galois theoretical embedding problem given by LrK and
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 .  .1 . A solution to the embedding problem is a pair MrK, w satisfying the
conditions above. Also, a Galois extension MrK is called a solution, if
 .there exists w such that MrK, w is a solution. The group N is called the
kernel of the embedding problem.
In the special case, where the kernel is cyclic of order p, p a prime, we
have the following well known theorem:
THEOREM 1.1. Let K be a field of characteristic / p, p prime, and
assume m : KU , where m is the multiplicati¨ e group of pth roots of unity.p p
 .Let LrK be a finite Galois extension with Galois group G s Gal LrK , and
let
1 ª m ª E ª G ª 1 2 .p
p
be a central nonsplit group extension. Then the embedding problem gi¨ en by
 .  . 2 U .LrK and 2 is sol¨ able, if and only if i g s 1 g H G, L , where g g
2 .  . 2 .H G, m is the characteristic class of the extension 2 and i: H G, m ªp p
2 U . UH G, L is the homomorphism induced by the inclusion m : L . Further-pp
U’ .more, if L v rK, v g L , is a solution, then all the solutions are
p
U’ .L rv rK, r g K .
w xFor p s 2, this theorem is proved in Sch . The proof given there works
for arbitrary p.
w xThe corresponding results for char K s p, essentially due to Witt Wi , is
THEOREM 1.2. Let K be a field of characteristic p, p prime, and let LrK
 .be a finite Galois extension with Galois group G s Gal LrK . Let
p
1 ª F ª E ª G ª 1 3 .p
be a central nonsplit group extension. Then the embedding problem gi¨ en by
 .  .LrK and 3 is sol¨ able. Furthermore, if L u , v g L, is a solution, then allv
 . the solutions are L u rK, r g K. u denotes a root of the polynomialrqv a
p .X y X y a.
The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1.1, using the inclusion
1 . 2 .  1 .F : L and the results H G, L s H G, L s 0. H G, L s 0 isp
w x 2 .proved in J1, Th. 4.33 , and H G, L s 0 may be proved similarly.
w x .Alternatively, use We, Cor. 3-1-4 .
In this paper, we will consider the general case of a nonsplit embedding
problem with cyclic kernel of order p, when char K / p. It is first shown
that an embedding problem of this kind can always be reduced to another
embedding problem, in which the extension field contains the primitive
pth roots of unity, in the sense that the original embedding problem is
solvable, if and only if the ``reduced'' embedding problem is solvable. An
embedding problem of this second kind can then be further reduced by
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replacing the Galois group of the field extension by any subgroup of index
prime to p. This is the content of Theorem 2.3. These reductions are
effective in the following sense: A solution to the ``reduced'' embedding
problem gives rise to a solution to the original embedding problem, and all
solutions to the original embedding problem are obtained in this way from
solutions to the ``reduced'' embedding problem. In particular, the embed-
ding problem can be reduced to the case, where the ground field contains
the primitive pth roots of unity and the group extension is central. This is
the content of Corollary 2.4. Special cases can then be considered, when
the original group extension is central. If the original extension MrK is
 .  .linearly disjoint from K m rK, i.e., if M l K m s K, then this reduc-p p
tion is given explicitly in Corollary 2.5. If m : KU , Corollary 2.4 allowsp
reduction to subgroups of G of index prime to p. This reduction is given in
Corollary 2.6.
The results of Section 2 are then applied in the case p s 2 to obtain
criteria for the realisability of four subgroups of the holomorph Hol Q of8
the quaternion group Q of order 8. These groups, and the corresponding8
group extensions, are described in Section 4, and the criteria are given in
Sections 5]8. Section 3 contains notation and references for the results
about Brauer groups needed in Sections 5]8.
2. REDUCTION OF EMBEDDING PROBLEMS
In this section all fields are assumed to have characteristic / p, where
p is a fixed prime. Also, whenever we have a field K, K will denote thep
 .field K m obtained by adjoining the pth roots of unity.p
Let MrK be a finite Galois extension with Galois group G s
 .Gal MrK , and consider the embedding problem given by MrK and a
nonsplit group extension
1 ª C ª E ª G ª 1, 4 .p
p
where C denotes the cyclic group of order p. I.e., C s m . However, wepp p
 .want to keep the G-module operation induced by 4 distinct from the
U .  .Galois operation of G on m in the case m : M . 4 is not required top p
be central.
 .Let G s Gal K rK . We can then form pull-backs E]G and G]Gp p p p
with respect to the epimorphisms res , res andK ª K l M M ª K l Mp p p
 .res (p from G , G and E onto Gal K l MrK . This gives us aM ª K l M p pp
group extension
1 ª C ª E]G ª G]G ª 1, 5 .p p pX
p
X .  .where p e, s s p e, s .
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 .Since G]G s Gal M rK , we now have a second embedding prob-p p
 .lem, given by M rK and 5 , and it is obvious that the two embeddingp
problems are simultaneously solvable: If NrK is a solution to the embed-
 .ding problem given by MrK and 4 , then N rK is a solution to thep
 .embedding problem given by M rK and 5 . Conversely, if NrK is ap
 .solution to the embedding problem given by M rK and 5 , then thep
epimorphism E]G ¸ E gives rise to an E-subextension N XrK of NrK,p
which is obviously a solution to the embedding problem given by MrK and
 .4 . This solution is unique inside NrK, since NrM is cyclic of order pd,
w x <d s M : M p y 1, and so contains only one subextension of degree p.p pX ’w x  .Using the results in Mo , N can be found as follows: N s M v forp
U  .  .some v g M . Let k generate Gal M rM and let k g Gal NrM bepp
X  .the unique pre-image of k of order d. Then N s M a , where a s
p
dy1 i ’ . k v . Hence, there is a bijective correspondence between theis0
solutions to the two embedding problems.
In particular: When considering embedding problems with kernel C , wep
may always assume m : MU.p
Now, let MrK be a finite Galois extension with Galois group G s
 . UGal MrK , and assume m : M . Also, letp
1 ª C ª E ª G ª 1, 4 .p
p
 .be a nonsplit group extension. Then C becomes a G-module via 4 , andp
 . swe will write this G-module operation as s , z ¬ z , s g G, z g C . Thep
 .Galois operation of G on m will be written as s , z ¬ sz . We de-p
 4 es s fsfine maps e, f , g, h: G ª 1, . . . , p y 1 by sz s z , z s z , e 's
 .  .f g mod p and g h ' 1 mod p for s g G and z g C s m . We thens s s s p p
have
p
U U p ’ .  .PROPOSITION 2.1. Let v g M _ M . Then M v rK is Galois and
p6 ’1 ª C Gal M v rK ª G ª 1 6 . /p  /p pw x resz¬ v ¬z ? v’ ’
 .induces the same G-module operation on C as 4 , if and only if there existsp
a g MU for s g G, such thats
sv
p;s g G: s a .sgsv
 .In this case, the characteristic class of the extension 6 is represented by the
2 .factor system c g Z G, C , gi¨ en byp
hstg y1  g g yg .r pt s t stc s a s a a v , s , t g G. .s , t s t st
 U . pIf v g M , the factor system obtained in this way is split.
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p’ .Proof. By Kummer theory, M v rK is Galois, if and only if there
U is p  4exists a g M , such that svrv s a for a suitable i g 1, . . . , p y 1 .s s s
p p p
is’ ’ ’  . .  .  .Lift s g G to s g Gal M v rK by s v s a v . Let k gsp p p’ ’ ’  . .  .Gal M v rM , i.e., k v s z ? v for some z g m . Thenp
ip p p s
es’ ’ ’sk v s s z ? v s z a v /  / / s
and
i ip p ps s
f f i fs s s s’ ’ ’k s v s k a v s z a v . /  /  /s s /
py1 fs ’  . .Hence, sks s k for all k g Gal M v rK , if and only if e 's
 .i f mod p , i.e., if and only if i s g .s s s sp’  . .Now, let k g Gal M v rM be given bys , t
s t s k s t, s , t g G.s , t
Since
g gst stp p p’ ’ ’k st v s k a v s a k v /  /  /s , t s , t st st s , t /
and
g g gt s tp p p
gt’ ’ ’s t v s s a v s a s a v , /  /  /t s t /
we must have
g gst stp p
g y1  g g yg .r pt s t st’ ’k v s a s a a v v . /  /s , t s t st
Hence, agts a ay1v  gs gtyg st .r p g C , and k is the image of c .s t st p s , t s , t
The last part of the proposition is trivial.
U U  U . pWe now define a G-module structure on M rp s M r M by
hs Usx s s x , x g M , s g G,
Uwhere x is the equivalence class of x in M rp.
The advantage of this particular G-module structure is that x g
 U .G UM rp , if and only if x g M fulfills the condition in Proposition 2.1:
h Us g Gs s  .x s x, if and only if s x s x, if and only if s xs x . M rp s
0 U . U .H G, M rp is the subgroup of G-invariant elements in M rp.
 U .G 2 .Thus, we can define a map D : M rp ª H G, C by assigning topG
U G 2 .  .an element v g M rp the cohomology class in H G, C obtainedp
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from v as in Proposition 2.1. Obviously, D is a homomorphism, and ifGp
U G ’ .  4  .v g M rp _ 1 , then M v rK is a solution to the embedding prob-
 .lem given by MrK and the group extension represented by D v .Gp
U’ .It is important to notice that M v rK, v g M , may be a solution to
 .the embedding problem given by MrK and the extension 4 , even if
2 .  .  .D v is not the characteristic class g g H G, C of 4 : It suffices thatG p
k .  4  .D v s g for some k g 1, . . . , p y 1 , since we do not demand that 4G p’ .  .and the extension 6 obtained from v are equivalent. M v rK is a
p’  . .solution, if there exists an isomorphism w : Gal M v rK , E, such that
res s p (w. This w then induces an automorphism on C , which may bep
non-trivial, accounting for the k.
 . UIn the case, where the extension 4 is central and m : K , the map Dp G
w xis described in Ki, pp. 826]827 as the composite of two connecting
homomorphisms.
 .Now, let H be a subgroup of G with fixed field L s F H and index
w xn s G : H . It is then clear that the diagram
DG GU 2M rp ª H G, C .  .p
x xres
HU 2M rp ª H H, C .  .p
DH
p’ .is commutative, corresponding to the fact that M v rL is a solution
2 .to the embedding problem given by MrL and res g g H H, C , ifpp’ .M v rK is a solution to the embedding problem given by MrK and
2 .   U .G  U .H .g g H G, C . The map M rp ª M rp is the inclusion.p
Let s , . . . , s g G represent the cosets s H in G. The norm map N:1 n
 U .H  U .GM rp ª M rp is then given by
n n
h Hs Usi iN x s x s s x , x g M rp , .  .  i
is1 is1
and we have
LEMMA 2.2. The diagram
DH HU 2M rp ª H H, C .  .p
N x xcor
GU 2M rp ª H G, C .  .p
DG
is commutati¨ e.
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U U H .Proof. Let b g M with b g M rp , and let
n
hs iv s s b , i
is1
U .i.e., v s N b . By assumption, we have a: H ª M , such that
sb
p;s g H : s a ,sgsb
 .and D b is represented by the factor systemH
hstg y1  g g yg .r pt s t stc s a s a a b , s , t g H . .s , t s t st
We introduce the notation ts s s t for t g G, where t g H. Sincei t  i. t  i. t  i.
g and h are ``homomorphisms modulo p,'' we have
g g ' g g mod p , .t s s ti t  i. t  i.
and thus
g h ' h g mod p . .t s s tt  i. i t  i.
Hence, we can define
n
Uh  g h yg h .r ps s s s si s  i. i s  i.b s s a b g M  /s s  i. ss  i.
is1
for s g G. Now,
ph g hh h s s sn n ns s i s  i. ia bi isv ss b s b si s  i. s  i. ps s s s s s b ,  s  i. s  i. sg h g h g h gs s s s s s si s  i. s  i.v s b b bis1 is1 is1i
 .and D v is represented by the factor systemG
hstg y1  g g yg .r pt s t std s b s b b v .s , t s t st
n gth  g h yg h .r ps s s s si s  i. i s  i.s s a b  /s  i. ss  i.
is1
h  g h yg h .r ps t s t si t  i. i t  i.=ss a b /t  i. tt  i.
y1 g h yg h .r ph s st ssts i st  i.st  i.i=s a b /st  i. st  .st i
hst
h  g g yg .r ps s t sti=s bi
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n gth  g h yg h .r ps s s s st  i. st  i. t  i. st  i.s s a b  /st  i. sst  i.
is1
h  g h yg h .r ps t s t si t  i. i t  i.=s a b /st  i. tt  i.
y1 g h yg h .r ph s st ssts i st  i.st  i.i= a b /stst  i.
hst
h  g g yg .r ps s t stst  i.=b
n n
g h h sstst  i. s st st  i.is s c s c s cor c . .  s , tst  i. s , t s , tst  i. t  i. st  i. t  i.
is1 is1
2 . 2 .Remark. The corestriction cor: H H, A ª H G, A , where H is a
w xsubgroup of G of finite index G : H s n, and A is a G-module, is
2 . 2 .induced by the map cor: Z H, A ª Z G, A given by
n
2cor c s s c , s , t g G, c g Z H , A ; .  .s , t s  i. s , ts  i. i
is1
w xcf. We, Prop. 2-5-2 .
w x  .Now, let H be a subgroup of G with p ¦ n s G : H , and let L s F H
be the fixed field of H. Then we have an embedding problem given by
MrL and
1 ª C ª py1 H ª H ª 1. 7 .  .p
p
Let F: MU ª MU be given by
n
Uhs iF x s s x , x g M , .  i
is1
 .so that F x s N x . Then we have .
 .THEOREM 2.3. The embedding problem gi¨ en by MrK and 4 is sol¨ able,
 .if and only if the embedding problem gi¨ en by MrL and 7 is sol¨ able.
p
U .’Furthermore, if M b rL, b g M , is a solution to the embedding problem
p
 .  .’gi¨ en by MrL and 7 , then M F b rK is a solution to the embedding .
 .problem gi¨ en by MrK and 4 , and all solutions to the embedding problem
 .gi¨ en by MrK and 4 are obtained from the solutions to the embedding
 .problem gi¨ en by MrL and 7 in this way.
Proof. We need only prove the second part of the theorem: Let
p
2 .  .  .’g g H G, C be the characteristic class of 4 , and let M b rL,p
U  .b g M , be a solution to the embedding problem given by MrL and 7 .
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 .  .We may assume that D b s res g . Let v s F b . By Lemma 2.2,Hp’ .M v rK is a solution to the embedding problem given by MrK and
p
n ’ .  .  .  .D v s D N b s cor D b s cor res g s g . Hence, M v rK is aG G H
 .solution to the embedding problem given by MrK and 4 .
 .Of course, all solutions to the embedding problem given by MrL and 7
 .give rise to solutions to the embedding problem given by MrK and 4 in
p
U’ .this way. Now, let M v rK, v g M , be a solution to the embedding
p’ .  .problem given by MrK and 4 . Then M v rL is a solution to the
n .  .embedding problem given by MrL and 7 . Also, N v s v , since
p p p
U G n’ ’ .  .  .  .’v g M rp . Hence, M F v s M v s M v , and so .
p p’ ’ .  .M v rK is obtained from M v rL.
A similar reduction is possible in characteristic p, using analogous
arguments.
w xCOROLLARY 2.4. Let H be a subgroup of G with p ¦ n s G : H and
 .e s f s 1 for s g H. For instance, H can be a p-Sylow subgroup of G.s s
 .Let L s F H be the fixed field of H, and consider the extension
1 ª m ª py1 H ª H ª 1. 8 .  .p
p
 .Then the embedding problem gi¨ en by MrK and 4 is sol¨ able, if and only if
 .the embedding problem gi¨ en by MrL and 8 is sol¨ able. Furthermore, if
p
U .’M b rL, b g M , is a solution to the embedding problem gi¨ en by MrL
p
 .  .  .’and 8 , then M F b rK with F as abo¨e is a solution to the embed- .
 .ding problem gi¨ en by MrK and 4 , and all solutions to this embedding
problem are
p
U’M F rb rK , r g L . . /
Thus, nonsplit embedding problems with kernel C in characteristicp
/ p can always be reduced to the case, where the ground field contains mp
and the group extension is central. This can also be deduced from the
w xresult in Ho, 1.3 . However, this result gives no information about the
solutions in the case of a solvable embedding problem.
COROLLARY 2.5. Let MrK be a finite Galois extension with Galois group
 .G s Gal MrK , and assume M l K s K. Let k generate G sp p
 . hGal K rK , and let h g Z be gi¨ en by kz s z for z g m . Let d sp p
w x U UK : K , and define F: M ª M byp p p
F x s x hdy 1k x hdy 2 ??? k dy1 x , x g MU . . p
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Finally, let
1 ª C ª E ª G ª 1 4 .p
p
be a central nonsplit group extension. Then the embedding problem gi¨ en by
 .MrK and 4 is sol¨ able, if and only if the embedding problem gi¨ en by
p
U .  .’M rK and 4 is sol¨ able. Furthermore, if M b rK , b g M , is app p p p
 .solution to the embedding problem gi¨ en by M rK and 4 , thenp p
p p
 .  .’ ’M F b rK is also a solution, and M F b rK is Galois with .  .p p p
p
 .’Galois group E = G . In particular, M F b rK contains a unique .p p
 . 1E-subextension sol¨ ing the embedding problem gi¨ en by MrK and 4 . All
 .solutions to the embedding problem gi¨ en by MrK and 4 are obtained in this
p
U .’way from the extensions M F rb rK, r g K . .p p
In the case, where E is a cyclic p-group, the result of Corollary 2.5 is
w xcontained in A, IX. Sect. 7 . In the case, where E is a non-abelian group
3 w xof order p , p odd, the result is contained in Bs, Th. 4 . More generally,
w xthe case where G is an abelian p-group is treated in Mo .
p
 .’Remark. The solution contained in M F b rK is the fixed field .p
p
  . .’of k , where k g Gal M F b rM is the unique pre-image of k g .p
 .Gal M rM of order d. In this case, that pre-image is given byp
hp pdy h y1.r p’ ’k F b s b F b . .  . /  /
COROLLARY 2.6. Let K be a field with m : KU. Let MrK be a finitep
 .Galois extension with Galois group G s Gal MrK , and let
1 ª m ª E ª G ª 1 2 .p
p
be a central nonsplit group extension. Let H be a subgroup of G with
w x  .p ¦ n s G : H , and let L s F H be the fixed field of H. Let s , . . . , s g1 n
G represent the cosets s H in G. Then the embedding problem gi¨ en by MrK
 .and 2 is sol¨ able, if and only if the embedding problem gi¨ en by MrL and
1 ª m ª py1 H ª H ª 1 8 .  .p
p
p
U .’is sol¨ able. Furthermore, if M b rL, b g M , is a solution to the embed-
 .ding problem gi¨ en by MrL and 8 , then
p n
M s b K i( /is1
1 Of course, there may be several E-subextensions. However, only one of them is a
solution; cf. the remarks at the beginning of this section.
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 .is a solution to the embedding problem gi¨ en by MrK and 2 , and all
solutions to this embedding problem are
p n
UM r s b K, r g K . i( /is1
3. THE OBSTRUCTION TO AN EMBEDDING PROBLEM
Let K be a field with characteristic / p, p prime, and assume m : KU.p
 .Let MrK be a finite Galois extension with Galois group G s Gal MrK ,
and let
1 ª m ª E ª G ª 1 2 .p
p
2 . 2 U .be a central nonsplit group extension. Let i: H G, m ª H G, M bep
the homomorphism induced by m : MU. By Theorem 1.1, the embeddingp
 .  .problem given by MrK and 2 is the solvable, if and only if i g s 1,
2 .  .where g g H G, m is the characteristic class of 2 .p
w x w xIt is well known, cf. J2, Th. 8.11 or Lo, Sect. 30 Satz 2 , that
2 U .  . w x w x  .H G, M , Br MrK by c ¬ M, G, c , where Br MrK is the rela-
w xtive Brauer group of the extension MrK, and M, G, c denotes the
 .equivalence class of the crossed product algebra M, G, c . Consequently,
 .  .we may consider i g as an element of the Brauer group Br K . We will
call this element the obstruction to the embedding problem. The obstruc-
 .  .tion is clearly an element in the p-torsion Br K of Br K .p
Considering Galois theoretical embedding problems by means of central
w xsimple algebras goes back to Brauer; cf. Br, Satz 7 .
Obviously, restriction of embedding problems corresponds to restriction
 .between Brauer groups: If H is a subgroup of G with fixed field L s F H ,
 .then the obstruction in Br L to the embedding problem given by MrL
and
1 ª m ª py1 H ª H ª 1 8 .  .p
p
 .is exactly the image of the obstruction in Br K to the embedding problem
 .  .  .given by MrK and 2 under the restriction map res: Br K ª Br L .
w x  .If p ¦ G : H , this restriction map is injective on Br K . This meansp
 .  .that the obstruction i g to the embedding problem given by MrK and 2
 .is uniquely determined as the pre-image in Br K of the obstructionp
 .  .i res g to the embedding problem given by MrL and 8 . In simple cases,
such as the ones considered in Sections 5]8 of this paper, it is possible to
 .find the obstruction i g this way.
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Henceforth, we shall consider only the case p s 2:
 . w x 2 .The obstruction i g s M, G, c , where c g Z G, m represents g ,2
 .  .has order F 2. Thus, i g is a product of quaternion algebras in Br K by
w xMe . In order to find such a decomposition for the obstructions we shall
consider, we need
w xTHEOREM 3.1 J2, Th. 4.7; La, Cor. 1.7 . Let ArK be a finite-dimen-
sional central simple algebra, and let BrK be a central simple subalgebra.
Then the centraliser
< 4C B s x g A ; y g B : yx s xy .A
is a central simple subalgebra of A , and
A , B m C B . .K A
w x w xw  .x  .Thus, A s B C B in Br K .A
 . w x  .The procedure for decomposing i g s G , G s M, G, c , is then as
follows: We find a quaternion subalgebra Q of G. By Theorem 3.1, we
X X  .then have G , Q m G , where G s C Q is again central simple. InK G
 . w x w xw X x w x2 w x2 w X x2Br K , we have G s Q G , and since G s Q s 1, G s 1. Hence,
we may continue the process with GX, ending in a decomposition of G as a
tensor product of quaternion algebras and a `remainder' Gn., which we
cannot decompose further. By Corollary 2.6, we may assume G to be a
2-group, and with any luck Gn. will be a quaternion algebra.
All necessary results about Brauer groups and crossed product algebras
w x w x w xcan be found in J2, 4.6]4.7 and 8.4]8.5 , Lo, Sect. 29]30 or La, Chap. 4 .
w x w xFor results about quaternion algebras, see Lo, Sect. 30 or La, Chap. 3 .
We will use the standard notation for quaternion algebras: For a, b g KU
 .the quaternion algebra a, brK is the K-algebra generated by elements i
and j with relations i2 s a, j2 s b and ji s yij. We will denote the
 .  .  .equivalence class of a, brK in Br K by a, b .
4. THE GROUPS
As an application of Corollary 2.6 we will consider four subgroups of the
holomorph Hol Q of the quaternion group Q of order 8. The holomorph8 8
Hol G of a group G is the semidirect product G i Aut G of the group and
w xits automorphism group Aut G; cf. Sco, p. 214 .
The quaternion group Q is generated by elements i and j with8
relations i2 s j2 and ji s i3 j. It is generally considered as a subgroup
of the multiplicative group HU of the real quaternion algebra H s
 . 2y1, y1rR , where i s y1 and ij s k.
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The automorphism group Aut Q is isomorphic to the symmetric group8
 .S : The symmetric group S is generated by the permutations s s 1 2 3 ,4 4
 .  . .  . .t s 1 2 , r s 1 2 3 4 and r s 1 4 2 3 , and the isomorphism is ob-1 2
tained by assigning to s , t , r and r the automorphisms1 2
s : i ¬ j, j ¬ k , k ¬ i
t : i ¬ yi , j ¬ yk , k ¬ yj
r : i ¬ i , j ¬ yj, k ¬ yk1
r : i ¬ yi , j ¬ j, k ¬ yk2
The relations between the elements s , t , r and r are1 2
s 3 s t 2 s r 2 s r 2 s 1,1 2
2ts s s t , sr s r s , sr s r r s ,1 2 2 1 2
tr s r t , tr s r r t , r r s r r .1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2
Now let G be a subgroup of S s Aut Q . Since m is the only subgroup of4 8 2
Q of order 2, it is characteristic in Q , and hence normal in Q i G.8 8 8
Consequently, we have a group extension
1 ª m ª Q i G ª V i G ª 1, 9 .2 8 4
p
 :where V , Q rm is the Klein ``Vierergruppe,'' V s r , r 1 S . In4 8 2 4 1 2 4
fact, if the epimorphism Q ¸ V is given by i ¬ r and j ¬ r , then G8 4 1 2
 .operates on V by conjugation. The extension 9 is obviously not split.4
We shall consider the embedding problem given by a V i G-extension4
 .  :MrK and 9 for four subgroups of S : The alternating group A s s ,4 3
 :  :the symmetric group S s s , t , the alternating group A s r , r , s3 4 1 2
and the symmetric group S .4
 .We start by describing the corresponding extensions 9 in more detail:
G s A : Since A operates on V by conjugation, the group V i A is3 3 4 4 3
simply the alternating group A . Furthermore, the group Q i A is the4 8 3
0 y1 1 1 .  .  .  .special linear group SL 2, 3 s SL F : Let I s , J s and2 3 1 0 1 y1
1 1 .  .  .S s in SL 2, 3 . Then Q i A , SL 2, 3 by i ¬ I, j ¬ J and s ¬ S.8 30 1
It follows that the group extension is
1 ª m ª SL 2, 3 ª A ª 1, 10 .  .2 4
p
where p is given by I ¬ r , J ¬ r , and S ¬ s .1 2
G s S : Again, S operates on V by conjugation, and so the group3 3 4
V i S is the symmetric group S . Also, the group Q i S is the general4 3 4 8 3
 .  .linear group GL 2, 3 s GL F : Let I, J, and S be as above, and let T s2 3
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1 0 .  .. Then Q i S , GL 2, 3 by i ¬ I, j ¬ J, s ¬ S and t ¬ T. Thus,8 30 y1
the group extension is
1 ª m ª GL 2, 3 ª S ª 1, 11 .  .2 4
p
where p is given by I ¬ r , J ¬ r , S ¬ s , and T ¬ t .1 2
G s A : Since V is abelian, it operates trivially on itself. Hence, the4 4
 .group V i A can also be written as V = V i A , where A operates4 4 4 4 3 3
on both copies of V by conjugation. We will write the generators of4
V = V as r r , rX and rX . Let iX s ir and jX s j r in Q i A . Then4 4 1 2 1 2 1 2 8 4
iX i s iiX, iX j s jiX, jX i s ijX, jX j s jjX, iX 2 s y1, jX 2 s y1 and jX iX s yiX jX.
Hence, the group generated by i, j, iX, and jX is the central product QQ of
two copies of Q . This group is a normal subgroup of Q i A , and s8 8 4
operates on it by i ¬ j ¬ k and iX ¬ jX ¬ kX s iX jX. The group Q i A is8 4
thus the semidirect product QQ i A and the group extension is3
1 ª m ª QQ i A ª V = V i A ª 1, 12 .  .2 3 4 4 3
p
where p can be defined by i ¬ r , j ¬ r , iX ¬ rX , jX ¬ rX , and s ¬ s .1 2 1 2
 .G s S : The group V i S can be written as V = V i S , where S4 4 4 4 4 3 3
operates on both copies of V by conjugation. Again, we write the4
generators of V = V as r , r , rX and rX . If we let iX s ir and jX s j r ,4 4 1 2 1 2 1 2
we get QQ 1 Hol Q , and hence Hol Q s QQ i S , where s operates8 8 3
on QQ as above, and t operates by i ¬ yi, j ¬ yk, iX ¬ yiX and
jX ¬ ykX. The group extension is then
1 ª m ª Hol Q ª V = V i S ª 1, 13 .  .2 8 4 4 3
p
where p can be defined by i ¬ r , j ¬ r , iX ¬ rX , jX ¬ rX , s ¬ s , and1 2 1 2
t ¬ t .
We note that any group of the form Q i G, G : S , is a transitive8 4
subgroup of S , since the operation of Q i G on the cosets xG defines a8 8
w xmonomorphism Q i G ¨ S . In the notation of B & M, Table 8A , the8 8
 .  .groups SL 2, 3 , GL 2, 3 , QQ i A and Hol Q are T12, T 23, T 32, and3 8
T40.
In particular, any Q i G-extension, G : S , can be obtained as the8 4
splitting field of an octic polynomial. On the other hand: For n - 8, the
symmetric group S contains no subgroup isomorphic to Q and son 8
Q i G cannot be the Galois group of the splitting field of a polynomial of8
degree - 8. In the four cases, we shall consider, slightly more can be said:
Let NrK be a Q i G-extension in characteristic / 2, where G is one of8
the groups A , S , A and S , and let MrK be the V i G-subextension.3 3 4 4 4
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Then the fixed field N X of G in N is a quadratic extension of the fixed
X X X XU’ .field M of G in M, i.e., N s M v for some v g M . It is obvious
that v f K, and since M XrK contains no proper subextensions, we have
X X 4 3 2’ .  .  .M s K v and N s K v . Let f X s X q AX q BX q CX q D
w x  2 .g K X be the minimal polynomial for v over K. Then f X is the
X’minimal polynomial for v over K, and since the Galois closure of N rK
 2 . 8 6 4 2is NrK, N is the splitting field of f X s X q AX q BX q CX q D
over K.
 .5. THE GROUPS A AND SL 2, 34
We will consider the embedding problem given by an A -extension4
MrK and the group extension
1 ª m ª SL 2, 3 ª A ª 1. 10 .  .2 4
p
This embedding problem is solvable in characteristic 2 by Theorem 1.2,
and we may therefore assume char K / 2.
First we must describe the A -extension MrK: Let LrK be the cyclic4
subextension of degree 3. Then MrL is a V -extension, and we may choose4
U U 2 ’ .  .  .x g L _ L , such that L x : M. Let s g A s Gal MrK be of4
2 ’’ ’order 3, and let y s s x, z s s y s s x. Then y s s x g M. If y g
’ ’ .  .L x , then L x rK is a Galois extension, which is clearly impossible
since A contains no normal subgroups of order 2. Hence, x and y are4 ’ .’quadratically independent in L, and M s L x , y . Similarly, x and z,
2’ ’resp. y and z are quadratically independent. Since z s s x g M, z is
quadratically equivalent to xy in L. Consequently,
’ ’M s L xy , yz . .
U  U .2 Conversely, if x g L is chosen such that xy f L , where y s s x and
.z s s y , then
’ ’MrK s L xy , yz rK .
is an A -extension: Obviously MrK is a Galois extension of degree 12.4
Extending s to M by
’ ’xy yz’’ ’ ’s xy s yz , s yz s zx s ,
y
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3  .we get s s 1, and letting r , r g Gal MrL be given by1 2
’ ’ ’ ’r xy s xy , r yz s y yz ,1 1
and
’ ’ ’ ’r xy s y xy , r yz s yz ,2 2
we get sr sy1 s r and sr sy1 s r r .1 2 2 1 2
 .   .Remark. Let K be a field with s K G 3. The level, s K , of a field K
is defined as the smallest integer s such that y1 is a sum of s squares in
 . .K. If y1 is not a sum of squares in K, then s K s `. In particular,
char K s 0. Let LrK be a cyclic extension of degree 3 and consider the
embedding problem given by LrK and
1 ª V ª A ª Gal LrK ª 1. .4 4
U  . 2Choose x g L with Tr x s x q y q z s 0. Then y1 s xyry qL r K
2  U .2yzry . Thus, if xy g L , then y1 is a sum of two squares in L,
 .  .   .  .contradicting the assumption s L s s K G 3. s L s s K by Springer's
w x .Theorem La, p. 198 .
 .Hence, we have proved the following: If s K G 3 any cyclic extension
of K of degree 3 can be embedded in an A -extension.4
 .If s K F 2, this is no longer true: A finite field F admits a cyclicq
extension of degree 3, but no A -extension. Also, if p is an odd prime,4
then the unramified cyclic extension of degree 3 of the field of p-adic
numbers cannot be embedded in an A -extension.4
From Corollary 2.6, we immediately get
w x  .’ ’THEOREM 5.1 Sch, Th. 5 . Let MrK s L xy , yz rK be an A -exten-4
 .sion as abo¨e. Then MrK can be embedded in an SL 2, 3 -extension, if and
 .’only if MrL can be embedded in a Q -extension. Furthermore, if M b rL,8
U 2 .  .’b g M , is a Q -extension, then M bsbs b rK is an SL 2, 3 -extension,8
and all solutions to the embedding problem are
U2’M rbsbs b rK , r g K . /
 .’ ’COROLLARY 5.2. Let MrK s L xy , yz rK be an A -extension as4
 .abo¨e. Then the obstruction to embedding MrK in an SL 2, 3 -extension is
y1, y1 yb, 9c2 y abc g Br K , .  .  .
 . 3 2 w xwhere f X s X q aX q bX q c g K X is the minimal polynomial for x
o¨er K.
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2  2 .Remark. If b s 0 or 9c y abc s 0, then yb, 9c y abc is to be
 .understood as the neutral element of Br K .
Proof. The obstruction to embedding MrL in a Q -extension is8
y1, y1 yxy , yyz g Br L , .  .  .
w x  .cf. Je, Th. 2.7 , and we know that this is the image in Br L under the
 .restriction map of the obstruction in Br K to embedding MrK in an
 .  .  .  .SL 2, 3 -extension. y1, y1 g Br L is of course the image of y1, y1
 .  .  2 .g Br K , and we only have to prove that yxy, yyz s yb, 9c y abc
 .g Br L : Let
x y y y y z z y x
y1u s i q j q y ij, ¨ s i q j q ij
xy yz xyz
 .in the quaternion algebra yxy, yyzrL . Then
u2 s yxy y yz y zx s yb,
2 2 2x y y y y z z y x .  .  .
2¨ s y y y
xy yz zx
x 2 z q y2 z q xy2 q xz2 q x 2 y q yz 2 y 6 xyz
s y
xyz
s cy1 yab q 9c s cy1 9c y ab , and u¨ q ¨u s 0. .  .
Hence
yxy , yyz yb, 9c2 y abc
, . /  /L L
Remark. MrL can be embedded in a Q -extension if and only if the8
 :  : quadratic forms 1, 1, 1 and xy, yz, zx are equivalent over L. This is
w x .Witt's criterion; see Wi, Satz, p. 244 . Since the elements xy, yz and zx
are conjugate, this condition is satisfied, if and only if there exist a , b , g g
L, such that xy s a 2 q b 2 q g 2 and asa q bsb q gsg s 0. This is
 .exactly the criterion for embedding MrK in an SL 2, 3 -extension ob-
w xtained by Faddeyev in Fa .
THEOREM 5.3. Let K be a Hilbertian field, and let LrK be a cyclic
 .  :extension of degree 3 with Galois group G s Gal LrK s s . Then the
embedding problem gi¨ en by LrK and
1 ª Q ª SL 2, 3 ª G ª 1 .8
is sol¨ able.
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Proof. If char K s 2, it is enough to embed LrK in an A -extension:4
Let a g L, and assume that a q sa is not of the form b 2 y b , b g L.
 .2Then it is easily seen that L u , u rK is an A -extension, whenaqsa saqa a 4
u denotes a root of the polynomial X 2 y X y g . Since K is Hilbertian,g
such an a exists.
Assume char K / 2. We seek p g L, q s s p, r s s q, such that pq f
 U .2  .  .  . 2 2 2L and ypq, yqr s y1, y1 g Br L . Let p s 1 q x q x y / 0,
U U  .where x g L _ K and y s s x. And z s s y. Then
22 2 2 2pr s 1 q xyz q 1 q xyz x q x z y xy q z . .  .  .
2  2 .Furthermore, p q y r s 1 q x q. This means that pq is represented by
 2  2 . :the quadratic form 1 q x , 1 q x pr . Now
22 2 2 2 :  :1, 1, 1 ; 1 q xyz , 1 q xyz x , x z y xy q z .  .  .
22 2 2 2 :; 1 q xyz 1 q x , 1 q x , x z y xy q z .  .  .
 2 2 :  :; pr , 1 q x , 1 q x pr ; pr , pq, qr . .
 .  .  .Consequently, y1, y1 s ypq, yqr g Br L . Hence, we seek x g L,
 U .2such that pq f L : Let u be a primitive element of LrK, and consider
the polynomial
2 2 22 2 2 2f X , Y , Z s Z y 1 q u X q u Y q u X q u Y su X q su Y .  .  .  . /
22= 1 q su X q su Y .
2 22 2 2 2q su X q su Y s u X q s u Y .  . /
w x w xin L X, Y, Z . It is irreducible: We have an L-endomorphism on L X, Y
given by X ¬ u X q u 2 Y, Y ¬ su X q su 2 Y. It is obviously an L-auto-
2 2 2 w xmorphism. Since the polynomial 1 q X q X Y is irreducible in L X, Y ,
 .the image is irreducible as well. Hence, the two ``big'' factors in f X, Y, Z
are irreducible. Since they are not associated, their product cannot be a
 . w xsquare, and so f X, Y, Z is irreducible. By F & J, Cor. 11.7 there exists
 .  . w xa, b g K, such that g Z s f a, b, Z is irreducible in L Z . Let x s au q
2bu .
w xRemark. Theorem 5.3 is essentially due to Faddeyev: In Fa , a ``geo-
 . Umetric'' interpretation of SL 2, 3 as a subgroup of H is used to prove the
embedding criterion mentioned in the previous remark. This criterion and
 . Ufurther applications of the inclusion SL 2, 3 ; H are then used to prove
Theorem 5.3 in the case where K is the field Q of rational numbers. The
expression p s 1 q x 2 q x 2 y2 and the decomposition of pr as a sum of
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three squares used in the proof of Theorem 5.3 was found using the
arguments in Faddeyev's proof.
w xOctic polynomials in Z X , such that the splitting field over Q is an
 . w xSL 2, 3 -extension, are constructed in H & K , which also cites a number
 .theoretical criterion for embedding an A -extension of Q into an SL 2, 3 -4
extension.
 .6. THE GROUPS S AND GL 2, 34
We will now consider the embedding problem given by an S -extension4
MrK and the group extension
1 ª m ª GL 2, 3 ª S ª 1. 11 .  .2 4
p
Again we may assume char K / 2, and again we must start by describing
MrK in more detail:
Let LrK be the S -subextension. Since MrL is a V -extension, we can3 4
U U 2 ’ ’ ’ .  .find a g L _ L such that a g M. As before M s L a , sa , and
s 2a is quadratically equivalent to asa . Furthermore, ta is quadratically
equivalent to a , sa or s 2a . Replacing a by sa or s 2a if necessary, we
may assume that ta is quadratically equivalent to sa .
Let x s sasta . Then x and a are quadratically equivalent, and so are
 .’ ’xy and z, where y s s x and z s s y. In particular, M s L xy , yz .
Also, t x s y, t y s x and t z s z.
U  U .2Conversely, if x g L is chosen such that xy f L and t x s y, where
y s s x and z s s y, then
’ ’MrK s L xy , yz rK .
is an S -extension: Obviously, MrK is a Galois extension of degree 24.4
Also, t y s x and t z s z. Extending s and t to M by
’ ’xy yz’’ ’ ’s xy s yz , s yz s zx s
y
and
’’ ’ ’t xy s xy , t yz s zx ,
3 2 2  .we get s s 1, t s 1 and ts s s t . Finally, if r , r g Gal MrL are1 2
given by
’ ’ ’ ’r xy s xy , r yz s y yz ,1 1
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and
’ ’ ’ ’r xy s y xy , r yz s yz ,2 2
we get sr sy1 s r , sr sy1 s r r , tr ty1 s r and tr ty1 s r r .1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2
Using Corollary 2.6, we get
w x  .’ ’THEOREM 6.1 Sch, Th. 6 . Let MrK s L xy , yz rK be an S -exten-4
sion as abo¨e. Then the embedding problem gi¨ en by MrK and
1 ª m ª GL 2, 3 ª S ª 1 11 .  .2 4
p
 .is sol¨ able, if and only if the embedding problem gi¨ en by MrK z and
6
1 ª m ª QD Gal MrK z ª 1 14 .  . .2 8 u¬r r t1 2
¨¬r t1
is sol¨ able. The quasi-dihedral group QD of order 16 is generated by8
8 2 y1 3 .elements u and ¨ with relations u s ¨ s 1 and ¨u¨ s u . Furthermore,
U .  .’if M b rK z , b g M , is a solution to the embedding problem gi¨ en by
2 .  .  .’MrK z and 14 , then M bsbs b rK is a solution to the embedding
 .problem gi¨ en by MrK and 11 , and all solutions to this embedding problem
are
U2’M rbsbs b rK , r g K . /
  ..The group Gal MrK z is the dihedral group D of order 8. The4
obstruction to embedding a D -extension in a QD -extension is known, cf.4 8
w x w xLe or GS & S , and it is also possible to write down this obstruction
w xdirectly in the present case: Using the result in Le, Ex. 4.1 , one gets
2y2, xy y x y y xy , 2 z x q y g Br K z . .  .  .  . . .
However, it is not clear how to produce a pre-image of this obstruction in
 .Br K . We will therefore explicitly decompose the algebra G representing
 .  .the obstruction to the embedding problem given by MrK z and 14 as a
 . Uproduct of quaternion algebras over K z with coefficients in K :
  ..The Galois group Gal MrK z is generated by r , r and t . The1 2
 .pre-image of this group in GL 2, 3 is generated by i, j and t . Hence, the
algebra G is generated over M by elements u s u , u s u and u ,1 r 2 r t1 2
subject to the relations
u2 s y1, u2 s y1, u u s yu u ,1 2 2 1 1 2
u2 s 1, u u s yu u , u u s yu u u ,t t 1 1 t t 2 1 2 t
u x s r x u , u x s r x u , u x s t x u , ; x g M . .  .  .1 1 1 2 2 2 t t
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Obviously, u and u generate a quaternion subalgebra Q , y1, y1r1 2
 ..  . . .K z . Let D s x y y y y z z y x be the different, and let
q s 1 y u u u . .1 2 t
2 U  .Then D s d g K is the discriminant of the minimal polynomial f X s
X 3 q aX 2 q bX q c for x over K, q2 s y2 and Dq s yqD. Since u D s1
Du , u D s Du , u q s qu and u q s qu , D and q generate a quater-1 2 2 1 1 2 2
  ..  . nion subalgebra R , d, y2rK z of C Q . We note that y1,G
. .  .y1 y2, d s y2, yd .
 .  .  .The centraliser S s C R s C Q ? R s C u , u , D, u is of di-C Q. G G 1 2 tG
mension 4, and is therefore a quaternion algebra. Calculations show that S
consists of the elements
’’ ’a q a x y y xy u q a yz u y t a zx u u , .  .0 1 1 2 2 2 1 2
a , a g K z , a g L. .0 1 2
 .   . . .  Choosing a , a , a equal to 0, y y z z y x , D and 0, 1rxy, y y0 1 2
. .z ryz , we get
’’ ’i s D xy u q yz u q zx u u , .1 2 1 2
x y y y y z z y x ’’ ’j s xy u q yz u q zx u u .1 2 1 2xy yz zx
2 2 y1 .Then i s ybd, j s c 9c y ab and ji s yij. Consequently, we have
 .’ ’THEOREM 6.2. Let MrK s L xy , yz rK be an S -extension as abo¨e.4
 . 3 2 w xLet f X s X q aX q bX q c g K X be the minimal polynomial for x,
 .and let d the discriminant of f X . Then the obstruction to the embedding
problem gi¨ en by MrK and
1 ª m ª GL 2, 3 ª S ª 1 11 .  .2 4
p
is
y2, yd ybd, 9c2 y abc g Br K . .  .  .
The description of S -extensions used above is convenient for our4
calculations, but it is not the most natural one. Normally, an S -extension4
MrK is obtained by adjoining to K the four roots x , x , x and x of an1 2 3 4
 . 4 3 2irreducible quartic polynomial F X s X q AX q BX q CX q D g
w xK X , such that the Galois group of MrK consists of all permutations of
the elements x , x , x , x . If we wish to reformulate Theorem 6.2 to suit1 2 3 4
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this description of an S -extension, we must find the element correspond-4
ing to x:
We may assume that s , t , r and r in S operate on M by1 2 4
s : x ¬ x , x ¬ x , x ¬ x ,1 2 2 3 3 1
t : x ¬ x , x ¬ x ,1 2 2 1
r : x ¬ x , x ¬ x , x ¬ x , x ¬ x1 1 2 2 1 3 4 4 3
r : x ¬ x , x ¬ x , x ¬ x , x ¬ x .2 1 4 2 3 3 2 4 1
 .2Let x s x y x y x q x , y s s x and z s s y. Then x g L s1 2 3 4
’ . ’F r , r and x s x y x y x q x g M _ L. Also, s x s t x. If y g1 2 1 2 3 4
’ ’ .  .L x , then L x rK would be Galois, a contradiction. Hence, xy f
U 2 .  .’ ’L , and M s L xy , yz as above. Thus, it remains only to determine
 . 3 2 w xthe minimal polynomial f X s X q aX q bX q c g K X of x:
x s x 2 q x 2 q x 2 q x 2 y 2 x x y 2 x x q 2 x x1 2 3 4 1 2 1 3 1 4
q 2 x x y 2 x x y 2 x x2 3 2 4 3 4
s A2 y 4B q 4 x x q x x , .1 4 2 3
and so we get
a s y x q y q z s y3 A2 q 8 B , .
b s xy q yz q zx s 3 A4 y 16 A2B q 16B2 q 16 AC y 64D ,
c s yxyz s yA6 q 8 A4B y 16 A2B2 y 16 A3C q 64 ABC y 64C 2 .
Since the discriminant of X 3 q aX 2 q bX q c is quadratically equivalent
 .to the discriminant of F X , we have
 .COROLLARY 6.3. Let MrK s K x , x , x , x rK be an S -extension as1 2 3 4 4
 . 4 3 2 w xabo¨e, let F X s X q AX q BX q CX q D g K X be the minimal
 .polynomial for x o¨er K, and let d be the discriminant of F X . Then the1
obstruction to the embedding problem gi¨ en by MrK and
1 ª m ª GL 2, 3 ª S ª 1 11 .  .2 4
p
is
y2, yd ybd, 9c2 y abc g Br K , .  .  .
where
a s y3 A2 q 8 B ,
b s 3 A4 y 16 A2B q 16B2 q 16 AC y 64D ,
c s yA6 q 8 A4B y 16 A2B2 y 16 A3C q 64 ABC y 64C 2 .
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In particular, if A s 0 we get
a s 8 B , b s 16 B2 y 4D , c s y64C 2 . .
Hence, the obstruction in this case is
y2, yd 4D y B2 d , 2 B B2 y 4D q 9C 2 g Br K . .  .  .  . .
 .7. THE GROUPS V = V i A AND QQ i A4 4 3 3
 .We shall consider the embedding problem given by a V = V i A -4 4 3
extension MrK and the group extension
1 ª m ª QQ i A ª V = V i A ª 1, 12 .  .2 3 4 4 3
p
and may assume char K / 2.
 .Clearly, a V = V i A -extension MrK is simply the composite of4 4 3
two different A -extensions with the same cyclic subextension:4
’ ’’ ’MrK s L xy , yz , u¨ , ¨w rK , .
where LrK is cyclic of degree 3, x, y s s x, z s s y, u, ¨ s s u, w s s ¨
U U 2 ’ .  .’ ’g L , xy, u¨ f L and u¨ f L xy , yz .
 . X XWe then have Gal MrK generated by r , r , r , r and s , where1 2 1 2
’’ ’ ’ ’ ’xy ¬ yz , yz ¬ zx s xy yz ry
s :  ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’u¨ ¬ ¨w , ¨w ¬ wu s u¨ ¨wr¨
’ ’ ’ ’xy ¬ xy , yz ¬ y yz
r :1  ’ ’ ’ ’u¨ ¬ u¨ , ¨w ¬ ¨w
’ ’ ’ ’xy ¬ y xy , yz ¬ yz
r :2  ’ ’ ’ ’u¨ ¬ u¨ , ¨w ¬ ¨w
’ ’ ’ ’xy ¬ xy , yz ¬ yzXr :1  ’ ’ ’ ’u¨ ¬ u¨ , ¨w ¬ y ¨w
’ ’ ’ ’xy ¬ xy , yz ¬ yzXr :2  ’ ’ ’ ’u¨ ¬ y u¨ , ¨w ¬ ¨w
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From corollary 2.6, we get
’ ’ .  .’ ’THEOREM 7.1. Let MrK s L xy , yz , u¨ , ¨w rK be a V = V i4 4
A -extension as abo¨e. Then the embedding problem gi¨ en by MrK and3
1 ª m ª QQ i A ª V = V i A ª 1 12 .  .2 3 4 4 3
p
is sol¨ able, if and only if the embedding problem gi¨ en by MrL and
1 ª m ª QQ ª V = V ª 1 15 .2 4 4
p
is sol¨ able. In particular, the obstruction to the embedding problem gi¨ en by
 .MrK and 12 is
yb, 9c2 y abc ybX , 9cX 2 y aX bXcX g Br K , .  . .
 . 3 2  . 3 X 2 X Xwhen f X s X q aX q bX q c and g X s X q a X q b X q c in
w xK X are the minimal polynomials for x and u o¨er K.
 .’Furthermore, if M b rL is a solution to the embedding problem gi¨ en by
2 .  .’MrL and 15 , then M bsbs b rK is a solution to the embedding problem
 .gi¨ en by MrK and 12 , and all solutions to this embedding problem are
U2’M rbsbs b rK , r g K . /
Proof. Let G be the crossed product algebra representing the obstruc-
tion over L. Then G is generated over M by elements u s u , u s u ,1 r 2 r1 2
uX s u X and uX s u X , subject to the relations1 r 2 r1 2
u2 s u2 s y1, u u s yu u , uX 2 s uX 2 s y1,1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2
uX uX s yuX uX , u uX s uX u , u uX s uX u , u uX s uX u ,2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2
u uX s uX u , u x s r x u , u x s r x u , .  .2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2
uX x s rX x uX , uX x s rX x uX , ; x g M . .  .1 1 1 2 2 2
X X’ ’w x w x’ ’Let A s L xy , yz , u , u and B s L u¨ , ¨w , u , u . Then A obvi-1 2 1 2
 .’ ’ously represents the obstruction to embedding L xy , yz rL in a Q -ex-8
w xtension. In particular, A is a central simple subalgebra of G, and A s
 . 2 .y1, y1 yb, 9c y abc by Corollary 5.2. Similarly, B is a central simple
’subalgebra of G and represents the obstruction to embedding L u¨ ,
X X 2 X X X’ . w x  . .¨w rL in a Q -extension, i.e., B s y1, y1 yb , 9c y a b c .8
As an algebra, G is generated by A and B. Also, ab s ba for a g A
w x w xw xand b g B , and G : L s A : L B : L . Hence, we have G , A m B byK
w xJ2, Prop. 4.8 , and so
w x w x w x 2 X X 2 X X XG s A B s yb, 9c y abc yb , 9c y a b c g Br L . .  . .
w x  .  2 . XThe pre-image of G in Br K is then of course yb, 9c y abc yb ,2
X 2 X X X.9c y a b c .
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THEOREM 7.2. Let K be a Hilbertian field, and let LrK be a cyclic
 .  :extension of degree 3 with Galois group G s Gal LrK s s . Then the
embedding problem gi¨ en by LrK and
1 ª QQ ª QQ i A ª G ª 13
is sol¨ able.
Proof. If char K s 2, it is enough to embed LrK in two different
A -extensions. This is obviously possible.4
If char K / 2, it is, by the proof of Theorem 5.3, enough to find
x, u g LU , such that ps p, s ps 2 p, ss s and s ss 2s are quadratically
independent in LU , when p s 1 q x 2 q x 2s x 2 and s s 1 q u2 q u2s u2.
 .This, too, is obviously possible, and gives a V = V i A -extension, such4 4 3
that the embedding problem
1 ª m = m ª Q = Q i A ª V = V i A ª 1 .  .2 2 8 8 3 4 4 3
is solvable.
 .8. THE GROUPS V = V i S AND HOL Q4 4 3 8
 .Finally, we shall look at the embedding problem given by a V = V i4 4
S -extension MrK and the group extension3
1 ª m ª Hol Q ª V = V i S ª 1. 13 .  .2 8 4 4 3
p
We may of course assume char K / 2.
 .A V = V i S -extension MrK is simply the composite of two S -ex-4 4 3 4
tensions with the same S -subextension,3
’ ’’ ’MrK s L xy , yz , u¨ , ¨w , .
where L is an S -extension x, u g LU , y s s x s t x, z s s y, ¨ s s u s3
U 2 ’ .  .’ ’t u, w s s ¨ , xy, u¨ f L and u¨ f L xy , yz .
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 . X XWe then have Gal MrK generated by r , r , r , r , s and t , where1 2 1 2
’’ ’ ’ ’ ’xy ¬ yz , yz ¬ zx s xy yz ry
s :  ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’u¨ ¬ ¨w , ¨w ¬ wu s u¨ ¨w r¨
’’ ’ ’xy ¬ xy , yz ¬ zx
t :  ’ ’ ’ ’u¨ ¬ u¨ , ¨w ¬ wu
’ ’ ’ ’xy ¬ xy , yz ¬ y yz
r :1  ’ ’ ’ ’u¨ ¬ u¨ , ¨w ¬ ¨w
’ ’ ’ ’xy ¬ y xy , yz ¬ yz
r :2  ’ ’ ’ ’u¨ ¬ u¨ , ¨w ¬ ¨w
’ ’ ’ ’xy ¬ xy , yz ¬ yzXr :1  ’ ’ ’ ’u¨ ¬ u¨ , ¨w ¬ y ¨w
’ ’ ’ ’xy ¬ xy , yz ¬ yzXr :2  ’ ’ ’ ’u¨ ¬ y u¨ , ¨w ¬ ¨w
Corollary 2.6 gives us
’ ’ .  .’ ’THEOREM 8.1. Let MrK s L xy , yz , u¨ , ¨w rK be a V = V i4 4
S -extension as abo¨e. Then the embedding problem gi¨ en by MrK and3
1 ª m ª Hol Q ª V = V i S ª 1 13 .  .2 8 4 4 3
p
 .is sol¨ able, if and only if the embedding problem gi¨ en by MrK z and
 :  :1 ª m ª QQ i t ª V = V i t ª 1 16 .  .2 4 4
p
is sol¨ able. In particular, the obstruction to the embedding problem gi¨ en by
 .MrK and 13 is
ybd, 9c2 y abc ybXdX , 9cX 2 y aX bXcX g Br K , .  . .
 . 3 2  . 3 X 2 X Xwhen f X s X q aX q bX q c and g X s X q a X q b X q c in
w x XK X are the minimal polynomials for x and u o¨er K, and d and d are the
 .  . discriminants of f X and g X . Of course, these discriminants are quadrati-
.cally equi¨ alent.
U .  .’Furthermore, if M b rK z , b g M , is a solution to the embedding
2 .  .  .’problem gi¨ en by MrK z and 16 , then M bsbs b rK is a solution to
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 .the embedding problem gi¨ en by MrK and 13 , and all solutions to this
embedding problem are
U2’M rbsbs b K, r g K . /
’ ’ .  .   ..’ ’Proof. Let L s L xy , yz , L s L u¨ , ¨w , G s Gal L rK z1 2 1 1
  .. 2 . 2 .and G s Gal L rK z . Let g g H G , m and g g H G , m be2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2
the characteristic classes of the extensions
1 ª m ª QD ª G ª 1 14 . 12 8 1
and
1 ª m ª QD ª G ª 1. 14 . 22 8 2
An easy calculation then shows that
g s inf g inf g , .  .G ª GalMr K  z .. 1 G ª GalMr K  z .. 21 2
2   .. .  .where g g H Gal MrK z , m is the characteristic class of 16 . Since2
inflation corresponds to inclusion between the relative Brauer groups, the
 .  .obstruction to the embedding problem given by MrK z and 16 is the
 .product of the obstructions to the embedding problems given by L rK zi
 .and 14 , i.e., equal toi
y2, yd ybd, 9c2 y abc y2, ydX ybXdX , 9cX 2 y aX bXcX g Br K z .  .  .  . .  .
by Theorem 6.2. Since the discriminants d and dX are quadratically
X . .equivalent, we have y2, yd y2, yd s 1.
We conclude the paper by giving an explicit example of a Hol Q -exten-8
sion of the field Q of rational numbers:
EXAMPLE. Let K s Q, and let L be the splitting field of the polyno-
 . 3 2  .mial f X s X y 144 X y 2592 X y 20736 over Q. f X is irreducible
with discriminant s y 1, and so LrQ is an S -extension. Let x, y, z g L3
 .2
 .  .be the roots of f X , and let s , t g Gal LrQ be given by s x s t x s y,
s y s z and t y s x. Also, let
x 2 y 164 x q 576
u s ,
28
¨ s s u and w s s ¨ . Then u, ¨ and w are the roots of the polynomial
 . 3 2g X s X y 144 X q 7776 X y 20736. Furthermore, xy, yz and u¨ are
U  .quadratically independent in L , and we have a V = V i S -extension4 4 3
’ ’’ ’MrQ s L xy , yz , u¨ , ¨w rQ .
as above. This extension can be embedded in a Hol Q -extension by8
Theorem 8.1, since both quaternion factors in the obstruction are split.
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In order to solve this embedding problem, we notice the following: A
  .. Umap a: H s Gal MrQ z ª M is a set of splitting factors for a factor
2 U . y1system c g Z H, M , if and only if s ¬ a u is a homomorphisms s
 .Ufrom H to the group M, H, c of invertible elements in the crossed
 .product algebra M, H, c . In particular, we need only consider a set of
generators for H and check the corresponding defining relations. As
 X X 4generators we take r , r , r , r , t and as factor system we take the one1 2 1 2
associated to the section r e1r e2rX e3rX e4t e5 ¬ i e1 je2 iX e3 jX e4t e5, e , e , e , e , e1 2 1 2 1 2 3 4 5
 4g 0, 1 .
It is not obvious how to find factors a with the desired properties.n
However, computer assisted calculations show that
’ ’ ’’20736 xy y u¨ zx wu .
Xa s a s ,r r1 1 ’ ’ ’ ’ ’’ ’ ’zw xy u¨ q xu yz ¨w q y¨ zx wu xu y xy u¨ .  .
a s a X s s a , a s 1r r r t2 2 1
is a possibility. Furthermore, if we let
’ ’ ’ ’’ ’zw xy u¨ q xu yz ¨w q y¨ zx wu
b s ,
497664
we have r brb s rX brb s a2 , r brb s rX brb s a2 , and tb s b ,r1 1 2 2 r1 2
 .  .’from which it follows that M b rQ z is a solution to the restricted
 .  .embedding problem given by MrQ z and 16 . By Theorem 8.1,
2 .’M bsbs b rQ is a solution to the embedding problem given by MrQ
 .  .’and 13 . However, sb s b , and so this solution is simply M b rQ.
 . 4The minimal polynomial of b over Q is p X s X y 12 X y 9, and
2 8 2 .  .’M b is the splitting field of p X s X y 12 X y 9 over Q.
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